Volunteer Organizations for Disaster Prevention

First-Aid Treatment

“We protect our town.”

Appropriate first-aid treatment increases the chances of survival.
It is important to acquire correct knowledge by training on a routine basis.

[What is a Voluntary Organization
for Disaster Prevention?]

Voluntarily formed based on a consciousness and a sense of
unity that “we protect our own town,” this organization
promotes activities to prevent and reduce damage caused by
disasters.
● In Beppu City, each of the 145 neighborhoods formulates
their own voluntary organization for Disaster Prevention and
develops Disaster Prevention activities.

●

V olu nta ry
Disaster Prevention

[Participation in Voluntary Organizations
for Disaster Prevention]

●

[Roles of Voluntary Organizations
for Disaster Prevention]

Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) Procedure

●
●

●

1. Check for unresponsiveness
and call help

Check the reaction of the victim by
tapping them on the shoulder. If there is
no response, call 119 and prepare the
AED immediately.

2. Check breathing.

Check that the victim is breathing
n o r m a l l y. O b s e r v e r i s e a n d f a l l o f
abdomen and chest within 10 seconds.

3. Chest compression (cardiac massage)

Place both of your hands, one on top of the other,
on the lower half of the sternum in the middle of
the chest. Stretch your arms, put your weight on
\RXUKDQGVDQGSUHVVWKHSHUVRQ·VFKHVW
times from above.

Apply pressure
with this part.
∙ Apply fast pressure at a pace of
100-120 times per minute.
∙ Apply pressure so that the chest
will be compressed at least 5cm.

5. Repeat chest compression and artificial respiration.
Until the victim starts to breathe or help arrives, continue to give two
breaths and perform 30 chest compressions.

* Use the AED as well if it is available.

4. Airway control and
artificial respiration

/LIWWKHSHUVRQ·VFKLQWRZDUGWKHFHLOLQJWRIDFLOLWDWHEUHDWKLQJDQGVHFXUH
the airway. Pinch the nostrils and blow into the mouth.

*About Disaster preventionist
In order to revitalize voluntary disaster prevention organization,people who own disaster prevention knowledge make effort to
participate in local disaster prevention activities.Try to make out the Disaster preventionists in your city.

Main Activities of Voluntary Organizations for Disaster Prevention

Activities during
of disaster
normal period Promotion
prevention knowledge

Activities in time
of disaster

Make efforts to promote Disaster Prevention knowledge
through regional Disaster Prevention drills, lectures, and
publication of public relations magazines.

Disaster Prevention
inspections

Confirm dangerous places in the region, and check
fire-extinguishing equipment including necessary
materials and equipment for rescue and relief activities.

Disaster Prevention
drills

Plan disaster prevention training to improve the level of
local disaster preparedness, and build a face-to-face
relationship within the community on a daily basis.

Evacuation guidance

Call for an evacuation or assistance for an evacuation,
and instruct residents so that they can evacuate to
shelters through safe evacuation routes.

Initial fire fighting

Conduct initial fire-fighting activities in order to prevent
fire disasters caused by earthquakes from occurring and
expanding.

Rescue and relief

Rescue those who have become trapped under
buildings or furniture, and conduct first-aid treatment for
victims.

Information collection
and transmission

Distribute information released by public institutions to the
residents, while transmitting information about regional
damage conditions and evacuees to public institutions.

an evacuation center is established, cooperate
Operation of evacuation When
with the facility managers and the city in order to
shelters
operate the evacuation center.
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*How to use AED (automated external defibrillator)
Follow the AED voice message.

First-Aid Treatment

When a huge earthquake hits, ambulances and fire engines
might not be able to respond to your call immediately. For this
reason, voluntary organizations for Disaster Prevention
should play a central role in carrying out initial fire-fighting
activities and rescue activities.

We do not know when or how disasters may
attack us. Mental preparation on a daily basis is
very important.
Active participation in activities done by the
voluntary organization for Disaster Prevention of
your local community is beneficial. By doing so,
you can confirm the preparation conditions for
your house and the cooperation status with your
neighbors.
Participate in drills conducted by public institutions
or the voluntary organization for Disaster
Prevention. Learning how to use extinguishers
and first-aid techniques and acquisition of
Disaster Prevention knowledge will surely help in
case of emergency.

∙ Prompt action is necessary for treating those who seem to have stopped breathing or whose hearts have stopped.
∙ The CPR procedure helps the activity of breathing and the heart that stopped by pressing vigorously on the chest
and blowing the air.

Volunteer Organizations for Disaster Prevention

When a large-scale disaster occurs, there may be fires, blocked roads,
disconnection of telephone lines, water outage, and electric outage.
These things could disturb the activities conducted by public Disaster
Prevention institutions, such as the city office and fire stations.
In such cases, it is important for residents to cooperate together in
community-wide relief activities organized by the voluntary organization
for Disaster Prevention of each town.

Blow into his/her mouth two times in a second to the extent that the chest is
lifted. If you are hesitant about attempting artificial respiration, omit artificial
respiration and continue only chest compression.

First-Aid Treatment Methods
Burn Injury

Bleeding

Fracture and Bruise
Substitute splint
Piece
of
board

How to
stop
bleeding
Umbrella

1.Cool the burnt portion with water as
soon as possible.Continue to cool
the portion for over 10 minutes until
the victim does not feel pain or
heat.
2.If clothed, cool the burnt portion of
the victim with his or her clothes
on.
3.If the skin is adhered, do not try to
remove the clothes forcibly.
* Just attach gauze, and take care
not to break blisters on an affected
area.

1.Apply pressure on the wound with
gauze or a clean handkerchief.
* Use plastic gloves or plastic bags
to avoid infection.
2.If bleeding does not stop by the
method described in 1. or blood is
spurting out, use a cloth to tie a part
that is closer to the heart than the
wound, insert a hard rod into the knot
to turn, and tighten it until bleeding
stops.
* Loosen the tightened knot 1 for to 2
minutes, once every 30 minutes.

1.Treat the wounded part by cooling
it with water or a cold compress.
2.St a b ilize the woun de d par t by
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touch the fractured part
(magazines, cardboard boxes, or
umbrellas can also be used as the
splint).
3.Internal bleeding in parts of the
body other than arms or legs
should be checked promptly at a
medical institution after first-aid
treatment has been performed.

* Seek immediate medical advice after receiving first-aid treatment.
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